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This package contains the following
components: -0131713272: On Cooking: A
Textbook of Culinary Fundamentals
-0131713388: Study Guide -0132398885:
MasterCook CD for On Cooking For
Introductory Cooking, Cooking Skills or "Food
Prep" courses in Culinary Arts, Food and
Nutrition and Hospitality Management
departments. A comprehensive, technique-
based cooking principles text which uses
"benchmark" recipes to form the building
blocks necessary for a career in the culinary
arts. For nearly two decades, On Cooking: A
Textbook of Culinary Fundamentals has
instructed thousands of aspiring chefs in the
culinary arts. The Fifth Edition Update
continues its proven approach to teaching both
the principles and practices of culinary
fundamentals while guiding you toward a
successful career in the culinary arts. Teaching
and Learning Experience: The text's time-tested
approach is further enhanced with

MyCulinaryLab(tm), a dynamic online learning
tool that helps you succeed in the classroom.
MyCulinaryLab(tm) enables you to study and
master content online--in your own time and at
your own pace Builds a strong foundation based
on sound fundamental techniques that focus on
six areas essential to a well-rounded culinary
professional-Professionalism, Preparation,
Cooking, Garde Manger, Baking, and
Presentation A wealth of chapter features helps
you learn, practice, and retain concepts This is
the stand alone version of the text. A package is
available containing both the text and
MyCulinaryLab with Pearson eText using ISBN:
0133829170. For use in introductory culinary
arts courses and food and beverage programs.
Attractively designed and extensively
illustrated with colour photographs, this
Canadian introduction to cooking and food
preparation presents information that is
relevant to today's Canadian student. It
contains information about Canadian
regulations (cuts of meat, grading systems for
meat and produce, etc.) and national standards
for professional cooks. A comprehensive
introduction to the culinary trade, it teaches
students cooking fundamentals, focusing on



general procedures first, then presenting
specific applications and hundreds of sample
recipes. On Cooking: A Textbook of Culinary
Fundamentals has provided culinary arts
instruction to thousands of students and
aspiring chefs towards a successful careers in
the culinary arts. Our "time tested" approach
teaches both the principles and practices of the
culinary arts by building a strong foundation
based in on sound fundamental techniques,
focusing on five areas essential to a well-
rounded culinary professional: Professionalism,
Preparation, Cooking, Baking, and Meal Service
and Presentation. KEY TOPICS:
Professionalism; Food Safety and Sanitation;
Nutrition; Menu Planning and Food Costing;
Tools and Equipment; Knife Skills; Flavours and
Flavourings; Eggs and Dairy Products;
Principles of Cooking; Stocks and Sauces;
Soups; Principles of Meat Cookery; Beef; Veal;
Lamb; Pork; Poultry; Game; Fish and Shellfish;
Charcuterie; International Flavour Principles;
Vegetables; Potatoes, Grains and Pasta;
Cooking for Health and Lifestyle; Salads and
Salad Dressings; Fruits; Principles of the
Bakeshop; Quick Breads; Yeast Breads; Pies,
Pastries and Cookies; Cakes and Frostings;
Custards, Creams, Frozen Desserts and Dessert
Sauces; Breakfast and Brunch; Appetizers and
Sandwiches; Beverages; Plate Presentation
MARKET: Appropriate for Introduction to
Cooking courses. This package contains the
following components: -0131180118: Culinary
Fundamentals -0131180134: Study Guide Great

cooks never stop learning. Go to cooking school
in your own kitchen with over 80 themed
courses to learn more than 200 skills and cook
400 recipes This all-new exploration of the
fundamentals of cooking is perfect for anyone
(from brand-new to experienced cooks) who
wants to learn not just the “hows” but also the
“whys” of cooking. Why does pizza bake better
on a stone? Why do mushrooms benefit from
water when sautéing? Why should you salt food
at multiple stages during the cooking process?
More than 80 focused courses let you dive into
your favorite topics, whether it's Pizza, Fried
Rice, Fish on the Grill, or Birthday Cake, and
take a mini-bootcamp on the subject, each
introduced by an ATK test cook. The courses
are presented in easily digestible sections so
you don't have to read a lot before you pick up
your knife and start cooking. Cooking
principles, technique, key takeaways, food
science, and more are woven into each course
so you learn as you cook. Jump into a class on
Fresh Italian Pasta to learn how to: • make
fresh pasta from scratch without a machine •
cut fettucine and make Fettucine Alfredo •
make a classic marinara sauce and basil pesto
Infographic pages take you farther behind
recipes and ingredients: See how olive oil is
really produced, or how temperature affects the
state of butter (and why firm, soft, and melted
butter behave differently in cooking). Every
chapter progresses from the basics of the best
way to poach a perfect egg and make chicken
broth to upping your game with huevos

rancheros and mastering the elusive roast
chicken. If you want to feel accomplished and
really know how to cook, come learn with
America's Test Kitchen. For courses in cooking
and food prep. Market-leading cooking text For
over two decades, On Cooking: A Textbook of
Culinary Fundamentals has prepared students
for successful careers in the culinary arts. Clear
and comprehensive, this best-selling text
teaches the "hows" and "whys" of cooking and
baking principles, while providing step-by-step
instructions, visual guidance, and recipes to
clarify techniques. The 6th edition expands its
"fundamentals" approach, reflects key trends,
and adds information on healthy cooking, sous-
vide, curing, and smoking, plus dozens of new
recipes and more than 200 new photographs.
Also available with MyLab Culinary MyLab(tm)
is the teaching and learning platform that
empowers you to reach every student. By
combining trusted author content with digital
tools and a flexible platform, MyLab
personalizes the learning experience and
improves results for each student. MyLab
Culinary uses engaging, multimedia resources
to demonstrate the essential skills, techniques,
and recipes that culinary students and chefs
need to succeed in any kitchen. Learn more
about MyLab Culinary. Prepare for the kitchen
with Pearson Kitchen Manager, maximizing the
value of your recipe content. With this
collection of On Cooking recipes, you can
quickly perform simple tasks such as recipe
scaling, recipe costing, and recipe conversions.



Note: You are purchasing a standalone product;
MyLab Culinary does not come packaged with
this content. Students, if interested in
purchasing this title with MyLab Culinary, ask
your instructor for the correct package ISBN
and Course ID. Instructors, contact your
Pearson representative for more information. If
you would like to purchase both the physical
text and MyLab Culinary search for:
0134872789 / 9780134872780 On Cooking Plus
MyCulinaryLab and Pearson Kitchen Manager
with Pearson eText -- Access Card Package, 6/e
Package consists of: 0134441907 /
9780134441900 On Cooking: A Textbook of
Culinary Fundamentals, 6/e 0134872770 /
9780134872773 MyCulinaryLab and Pearson
Kitchen Manager with Pearson eText -- Access
Card -- for On Cooking, 6/e For nearly two
decades, On Cooking: A Textbook of Culinary
Fundamentals has instructed thousands of
aspiring chefs in the culinary arts. The Fifth
Edition Update continues its proven approach
to teaching both the principles and practices of
culinary fundamentals while guiding you
toward a successful career in the culinary arts.
Teaching and Learning Experience: The text's
time-tested approach is further enhanced with
MyCulinaryLab(tm), a dynamic online learning
tool that helps you succeed in the classroom.
MyCulinaryLab(tm) enables you to study and
master content online-in your own time and at
your own pace Builds a strong foundation based
on sound fundamental techniques that focus on
six areas essential to a well-rounded culinary

professional--Professionalism, Preparation,
Cooking, Garde Manger, Baking, and
Presentation A wealth of chapter features helps
you learn, practice, and retain concepts
0133829170 / 9780133829174 On Cooking
Update Plus MyCulinaryLab with Pearson eText
-- Access Card Package Package consists of:
0133458555 / 9780133458558 On Cooking
Update 0133780163 / 9780133780161
MyCulinaryLab with Pearson eText -- Access
Card -- for On Cooking Update A celebration of
home baking, in which traditional recipes have
been reappraised to incorporate the modern
health-conscious approach. Basic cooking
techniques are explained in detail, and the
recipes include sweetbreads, scones, biscuits,
loaves and tarts. This package contains the
following components: 0131195786: DVD -
Knife Skills 0131716727: Prentice Hall
Dictionary of Culinary Arts, The: Academic
Version 0135101530: MyCulinaryLab
013715576X: On Cooking: A Textbook of
Culinary Fundamentals 0131579231: On
Baking: A Textbook of Baking and Pastry
Fundamentals 0131713329: Cooking
Techniques DVD 0132557800: MasterCook 11
JAMES BEARD AWARD WINNER •
PUBLISHERS WEEKLY BESTSELLER • GOOP
COOKBOOK CLUB PICK • NAMED ONE OF
THE BEST COOKBOOKS OF THE YEAR BY The
New Yorker • Food52 • Library Journal A
modern approach to mastering the art of
cooking at home from the food editor at large at
Bon Appétit, with more than 70 innately flexible

recipes. The indispensable recipes and
streamlined cooking techniques in Where
Cooking Begins are an open invitation to dive
into Carla Lalli Music’s laid-back cooking style.
The food editor at large at Bon Appétit, her
intuitive recipes are inspired by the meals she
makes at home for her family and friends and
the joy she takes in feeding them. Here, too, is
her guide to the six essential cooking methods
that will show you how to make everything
without over-complicating anything—and every
recipe includes suggestions for swaps and
substitutions, so you’ll never feel stuck or
stymied. Where Cooking Begins is also the first
recent cookbook to connect the way we shop to
the way we cook. Music’s modern
approach—pick up your fresh ingredients a few
times a week, and fill your pantry with staples
bought online—will make you want to click on a
burner and slide out a cutting board the minute
you get home. The no-fail techniques, textured
recipes, and strategies in Where Cooking
Begins will make you a great cook. Praise for
Where Cooking Begins “An ideal tool kit to
transform a timid cook into an adventurous and
confident improviser.”—Helen Rosner, The New
Yorker “[Carla Lalli Music] is like everyone’s
favorite aunt, the one who shows up and makes
surprising things happen. Her superpower is
that she believes in you as a cook. . . . Where
Cooking Begins is her 250-page argument that
you should believe in yourself, too.”—Julia
Moskin, The New York Times “Carla Lalli Music
knows how to help with ingredients, strategy



and technique, but most important of all, she
understands how to help you become confident
as a cook.”—Nigella Lawson “A gorgeous new
cookbook from Bon Appétit’s former food
director Carla Lalli Music, Where Cooking
Begins presents a beautiful guide to truly
modern cooking. Laid back and built to share,
these simple but sophisticated recipes are the
kind you accidentally memorize and learn to
live by.”—The Chalkboard “If you loved Salt,
Fat, Acid, Heat, this is the next book for
you.”—PureWow For courses in the Cold
Kitchen, Banquets & Catering & Charcuterie.
ACF's Cold Kitchen Fundamentals covers all
aspects of the garde manger, from simple salad
prep, to dressing and sauce making, to
appetizers, soups and sandwiches, to
charcuterie, cheese making, and ice carving.
Each chapter is rich with photos, chef's tips,
and recipes and each unit includes learning
activities and benchmark formulas that
encourage specific learning outcomes. Offering
unique coverage of competition and food
technology, the book helps students understand
the underlying principals of the cold kitchen
and develop the skills needed to produce their
own signature sauces, salads, and more! This
package contains the following components:
-0131713272: On Cooking: A Textbook of
Culinary Fundamentals -0131716727: Prentice
Hall Dictionary of Culinary Arts, The: Academic
Version -0131713388: Study Guide For courses
in Introductory Cooking, Cooking Skills or
“Food Prep” courses in Culinary Arts, Food and

Nutrition and Hospitality Management
departments. For nearly two decades, On
Cooking: A Textbook of Culinary Fundamentals
has instructed thousands of aspiring chefs in
the culinary arts. The Fifth Edition Update
continues its proven approach to teaching both
the principles and practices of culinary
fundamentals while guiding students toward a
successful career in the culinary arts. The full
text downloaded to your computer With eBooks
you can: search for key concepts, words and
phrases make highlights and notes as you study
share your notes with friends eBooks are
downloaded to your computer and accessible
either offline through the Bookshelf (available
as a free download), available online and also
via the iPad and Android apps. Upon purchase,
you'll gain instant access to this eBook. Time
limit The eBooks products do not have an
expiry date. You will continue to access your
digital ebook products whilst you have your
Bookshelf installed. This package contains the
following components: -0131713329: Cooking
Techniques DVD -013715576X: On Cooking: A
Textbook of Culinary Fundamentals
-0135108896: Study Guide for On Cooking: A
Textbook of Culinary Fundamentals This
package contains the following components:
-0135118050: On Cooking: A Textbook of
Culinary Fundamentals To Go -0135101530:
MyCulinaryLab Cooking is an art and knowing
how to master the many skills and techniques
that normally only come from years of
experience in the kitchen can be tough.

However, with the right expert guidance, those
skills can come easy, and cooking can be fun.
Idiot's Guides: Cooking Basics will help even
the most inexperienced novice in the kitchen
gain the skills necessary to cook nearly
anything the right way. Packed full of step-by-
step color photography and step-by-step lessons
for over 80 classic recipes, Idiot's Guides:
Cooking Basics teaches you all the basic skills
required to be successful in the kitchen and
learn skills that will last a lifetime. For courses
in cooking and food prep. Market-leading
cooking text For over two decades, On Cooking:
A Textbook of Culinary Fundamentals has
prepared students for successful careers in the
culinary arts. Clear and comprehensive, this
best-selling text teaches the "hows" and "whys"
of cooking and baking principles, while
providing step-by-step instructions, visual
guidance, and recipes to clarify techniques. The
6th edition expands its "fundamentals"
approach, reflects key trends, and adds
information on healthy cooking, sous-vide,
curing, and smoking, plus dozens of new
recipes and more than 200 new photographs.
Also available with MyLab Culinary MyLab(tm)
is the teaching and learning platform that
empowers you to reach every student. By
combining trusted author content with digital
tools and a flexible platform, MyLab
personalizes the learning experience and
improves results for each student. MyLab
Culinary uses engaging, multimedia resources
to demonstrate the essential skills, techniques,



and recipes that culinary students and chefs
need to succeed in any kitchen. Learn more
about MyLab Culinary. Prepare for the kitchen
with Pearson Kitchen Manager, maximizing the
value of your recipe content. With this
collection of On Cooking recipes, you can
quickly perform simple tasks such as recipe
scaling, recipe costing, and recipe conversions.
Note: If you are purchasing an electronic
version, MyCulinaryLab does not come
automatically packaged with it. To purchase
MyCulinaryLab, please visit
www.myculinarylab.com or you can purchase a
package of the physical text and
MyCulinaryLab by searching for ISBN 10:
0133524620 / ISBN 13: 9780133524628. An
undisputed market leader, On Cooking by
Sarah R. Labensky et al. continues to provide
the knowledge, training and inspiration that
aspiring chefs need to succeed. Because
learning to cook entails much more than simply
learning to follow a recipe, this sixth Canadian
edition has been revised to focus on culinary
principles with supporting recipes in the text.
The text addresses the requirements of the
Interprovincial Standards Red Seal Program:
mastering the concepts, skills, and techniques
in On Cooking, Sixth Canadian Edition provides
students with all the tools they need to succeed
in their Red Seal examination and in their
career. A culinary instructor details the six
basic techniques needed to successfully cook at
home, form learning how to handle a chef's
knife to properly cooking leafy greens. The

Professional Chef is the quintessential kitchen
companion from The Culinary Institute of
America, used by hundreds of America's top
chefs. This updated 10th Edition presents the
skills and quality standards needed to master
the fundamentals of cooking. A refreshed,
modern design features simplified definitions
and techniques streamlined into step-by-step
instructions to support aspiring chefs and
culinary students of any level. Revisions in the
10th edition include using modern plant-
forward ingredients, in line with the CIA and
Harvard's Menus of Change initiative,
highlighting that vegetables can also be the
star at the center of the plate. The authors
merged meat and vegetable cookery chapters,
and updated some recipes to feature plant-
based ingredients, all revised in the CIA's own
test kitchen. Chapters are reorganized to follow
the CIA Culinary Fundamentals course more
closely, with new troubleshooting sections
based on frequent classroom questions, to help
students and chefs solve problems before they
occur, with updated text and photo examples.
Updates for instructors and students include:
"Method at a Glance" and "Method in Details"
features provide overviews and in-depth step-
by-step guidance "Beyond the Basics" sections
offer ideas for expanding and improving upon
techniques and recipes, with "Tips of the Trade"
advice from real world kitchens "Preserving the
Flavor" provides finishing instructions for each
recipe and suggestions for reusing recipe
byproduct Techniques now include two sections

of recipes: base examples, and "More to Try"
variations for further exploration, plus "Quality
Criteria" that describe the expected results
from each technique Includes even more
recipes, illustrated with over 100 new full-color
photos of ingredients, techniques, and plated
dishes. Over 300 photos in total With focus on
the simplicity and freshness of food and perfect
kitchen technique, The Professional Chef, Tenth
Edition is an essential introduction for students,
and reference for every professional and home
cook. Part-I: Introduction Part-Ii: Food
Preparation Part-Iii: Techniques Of Cooking
Food Part-Iv: Food Production Embark on a
journey through the essential building blocks of
culinary artistry. This course introduces you to
the core principles of cooking, from knife skills
and cooking methods to flavor development and
ingredient handling. Discover the secrets of
crafting delectable stocks, sauces, and soups,
and explore the art of plating and presentation.
Whether you're a novice or an aspiring chef,
this comprehensive course lays the foundation
for culinary excellence, helping you create
flavorful dishes with confidence and creativity.
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